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REF N 6490 .A713 1986b
REFERENCE

The Britannica encyclopedia of American art.
REF N 6505 .B73
REFERENCE

Index to reproductions of American paintings; a guide to pictures occurring in more than eight hundred books
Monro, Isabel Stevenson.
REF ND 205 .M57
REFERENCE
REF ND 205 .M57 Suppl.
REFERENCE

Index to reproductions of European paintings; a guide to pictures in more than three hundred books
Monro, Isabel Stevenson.
REF ND 45 .M6
REFERENCE

The decoy ducks
Ridges, Bob.
SK 335 .R52 1988

The complete book of ceramic art.
Rothenberg, Polly.
TP 808 .R67 1975
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The technique of stained glass
Reyntiens, Patrick.
TP 862 .R4 1977

Visual communication and the graphic arts; photographic technologies in the nineteenth century.
Jussim, Estelle.
TR 15 .J87
Photography in America.
Doty, Robert M.
TR 23 .D67

The art of photographic lighting
Busselle, Michael.
TR 590 .B87 1993

Fine art photography : water, ice, and fog
Sweet, Tony
TR 642 .S975 2007

Photographing your artwork
Hart, Russell
TR 657 .H37 1992

Lens, light, and landscape
Bower, Brian.
TR 660 .B63 1993

Pricing photography : the complete guide to assignment and stock prices
Heron, Michal.
TR 690.6 .P87 1993

The art of photographing North American birds
Jeklin, Isidor.
TR 729 .J44 1986

Hand-shaped art
Bonica, Diane.
TT 160 .B66 1989

Folk art woodcarving : 823 detailed patterns
Bridgewater, Alan.
TT 199.7 .B742 1990

Realism in wood
Lehman, George.
TT 199.7 .L443 R45

20 realistic game and song birds : wood carving patterns
Lehman, George.
TT 199.7 .L443
The golden eagle: a behind-the-scenes look at the art of bird carving
Scholz, Floyd.
TT 199.7 .S373 2007

Metal techniques for craftsmen; a basic manual for craftsmen on the methods of forming and decorating metals.
Untracht, Oppi.
TT 205 .U55 1975

Silkscreening
Termini, Maria.
TT 273 .T47

Stained glass: a basic manual
Clow, Barbara Hand
TT 298 .C56

Stained glass craft,
Divine, J. A. F.
TT 298 .D58 1972

How to work in stained glass
Isenberg, Anita.
TT 298 .I83 1974

Stained glass, advanced techniques and projects
Isenberg, Anita.
TT 298 .I835 1976

Complete course in stained glass
Mendez, Pepe.
TT 298 .M45 1980

Creative stained glass; techniques for unfired and fired projects.
Rothenberg, Polly.
TT 298 .R67 1973

Victorian stained glass pattern book: 96 designs for workable projects
Sibbett, Ed.
TT 298 .S52

Art deco stained glass pattern book: 91 designs for workable projects
Sibbett, Ed.
TT 298 .S5
Stained glass projects for the home.
TT 298 .S7 1991

Decorating with paint : how to create decorative surfaces with trompe l'oeil, stencil, spatter, marble, lacquer, stipple, and sponge techniques
Innes, Jocasta.
TT 323 .I55 1986

Coloring, finishing, and painting wood,
Newell, Adnah Clifton
TT 325 .N49 1972

Folk art and tole painting : new designs for decorative paintwork
Coombe, Kate.
TT 385 .C65 1992

Kathy Lamancusa's guide to decorative painting.
Lamancusa, Kathy.
TT 385 .L36 1992

Art deco fashion : French designers 1908-1925.
Battersby, Martin.
TT 507 .B37 1974

The Margaret Boyles Book of needle art.
Boyles, Margaret.
TT 770 .B69 1978

Embroidery designs from pre-columbian art
Snook, Barbara.
TT 778 .C7 S65

Art from shells; jewelry, sculptures, collages, figurines, collections
Goodman, Stuart.
TT 862 .G66 1977

Folk art cards
Spencer, Joyce.
TT 872 .S74 1993

Candle art; a gallery of candle designs & how to make them.
Shaw, Ray.
TT 896.5 .S48
The art of airbrushing for ceramics and crafts
Clark, G. Maynard.
TT 920 .C52 1977 POTTERY

Art of the Western world [videorecording]
Video N 5300 .A686 1989 v. 1 AV
Video N 5300 .A686 1989 v. 2 AV
Video N 5300 .A686 1989 v. 3 AV
Video N 5300 .A686 1989 v. 4 AV
Video N 5300 .A686 1989 v. 5 AV
Video N 5300 .A686 1989 v. 6 AV
Video N 5300 .A686 1989 v. 7 AV
Video N 5300 .A686 1989 v. 8 AV
Video N 5300 .A686 1989 v. 9 AV

Andy Warhol [videorecording].
Video N 6537 .W28 1987 AV

Picasso [videorecording]
Video N 6853 .P5 P52 1985 AV

The Metropolitan Museum seminars in art - Unit One, What is a painting?/Realism [videorecording].
Video N 70 .M4 1986 AV

The artist as a social critic [videorecording] ; The artist as a visionary
Video N 72 .M4 1986 AV

Journey into art. no. 5 [videorecording]
Video N 7430 .J6 1976 no. 5 AV

Journey into art. no. 1 [videorecording]
Video N 7430 .J6 1976 no. 1 AV

Journey into art. no. 3 [videorecording]
Video N 7430 .J6 1976 no. 3 AV

Journey into art. no. 4 [videorecording]
Video N 7430 .J6 1976 no. 4 AV

Journey into art. no. 6 [videorecording]
Video N 7430 .J6 1976 no. 6 AV

Techniques [videorecording] : fresco, tempera & oil, water color, pastel, & prints
Video N 7430 .M4 1986 AV
The Metropolitan Museum seminars in art - Unit Three, Composition [videorecording].
Video N 7432.3 .M4 1986 AV

The Metropolitan Museum seminars in art - Unit Two, Expressionism/Abstraction [videorecording].
Video N 7432.5 .E9 M4 1986 AV

A day in the country [videorecording] : impressionism and the French landscape
Video ND 1356.5 .D39 1984 AV

Georgia O'Keeffe [videorecording] /
Video ND 237 .O5 G4 1977 AV

Paul Cezanne [videorecording] : the man and his mountain
Video ND 553 .C33 C4 1985 AV

The Unquiet spirit [videorecording] : the life and art of Edgar Degas, 1834-1917
Video ND 553 .D43 1980 AV

Edouard Manet [videorecording] : a painter of modern life
Video ND 553 .M3 E367 1983 AV

In a brilliant light [videorecording] : van Gogh in Arles
Video ND 653 .G7 A4 1984 AV

Learning photography [videorecording]
Video TR 642 .L42 1988 v. 1 AV
Video TR 642 .L42 1988 v. 2 AV
Video TR 642 .L42 1988 v. 3 AV
Video TR 642 .L42 1988 v. 4 AV
New Bible Museum Opens in Washington - Text + Audio + Pictures + Video - 17 November 2017 “Washington D.C. is a city full of museums. Visitors have a large choice of places to go to learn about U.S. history, culture and art. The latest one to open is the Museum of the Bible.” (learningenglish.voanews.com).

Take a Holiday Walk Through Washington - Text + Audio + Video - 18 December 2015 “From the U.S. Botanic Garden, to Union Station to the National Gallery of Art, Washington D.C. lights up colorfully over the winter holidays. “Washington Monument Honors America’s First President - Text + AUDIO “It could have turned out to be a statue of Washington on his horse, but instead, it rises above the Washington panorama, and provides great views of the Nation's Capital.
